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Summary. For a number of reasons a large class of general equilibrium models
from the ®eld of resource economics does not allow for an equilibrium analysis
along the lines of the theory of in®nite dimensional commodity spaces. The
reasons concern the choice of the commodity space and the applicability of
properness assumptions with respect to preferences and the technology. This
paper illustrates the di½culties and shows for a prototype model how the
problems can successfully be tackled by the use of a limit argument on equi-
libria in the truncated economies.
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1 Introduction
The present paper deals with a general equilibrium analysis of a prototype
model with exhaustible resources. The modelling of the economy entails an
in®nite dimensional commodity space, about which there is now an abundant
and rich literature [see Mas-Colell and Zame (1991) for an excellent survey and
Aliprantis, Brown and Burkinshaw (1989) for a comprehensive text book].
Unfortunately, it turns out however that the existing literature is hard to apply
to the kind of economy we have in mind. To see this we brie¯y sketch some of
the basic constituent elements of the main stream equilibrium theory in in®nite
dimensional spaces. This description is based on Mas-Colell and Zame (o.c.).
First the commodity space is identi®ed, endowed with a topology and
order structure, such that the positive orthant of the commodity space is a
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closed convex cone. Here arises a ®rst problem. Section 2 of this paper will
illustrate that it is rather di½cult to make an appropriate choice for the com-
modity space a priori. There are examples where L1 is clearly the only natural
candidate but a slight modi®cation of the model may have a proper subset of
L1 or Ly as the commodity space. The next step is to introduce consumers,
the consumption sets, preferences and initial endowments. In the context of
exchange economies Mas-Colell and Zame (o.c. p. 1849) put forward that
there are three main di½culties: compactness of attainable sets, the continuity
of wealth and the supportability of preferred sets by prices. It is well-known
that in the case of Lp p <y spaces the ®rst two problems are not very
serious (in fact compactness poses then usually no problem at all) but, on the
other hand, the interior of the positive orthant of all Lp spaces is empty which
may cause serious di½culties. These are generally tackled by making an
assumption with respect to the (uniform) properness of the preference rela-
tions, introduced by Mas-Colell (1986). There are several notions of proper-
ness (see also Yannelis and Zame, 1987) but they all entail a priori bounds on
the marginal rates of substitution in consumption [see e.g. Zame (o.c. p. 1087)
for a nice interpretation]. Now, in resource economics it is quite customary to
employ instantaneous utility functions with marginal utility going to in®nity
as the rate of consumption goes to zero. This assumption is of course made
to have positive consumption along optimal paths. Therefore, if we want
to adhere to the traditional resource economics models, and if it is known
beforehand that the positive cone of commodity space has empty interior, or if
we do not know beforehand what the appropriate commodity space is, there is
an important obstacle to apply the in®nite dimensional equilibrium theory.
Matters get only worse when production is added to the model. For com-
modity spaces with a non-empty positive cone assumptions like the possibility
of truncation (see Prescott and Lucas, 1972) or exclusion (Bewley, 1972) will
help to solve the supportability issue. However, it is well-known that addi-
tional assumptions need to be made if the positive cone has an empty interior.
Zame (o.c.) introduces another properness assumption which in some sense
bounds the marginal e½ciency of production. Again, the standard modelling
practice in resource economics is at variance with this assumption: it is quite
common to assume that the marginal product of the raw material from the
exhaustible resources goes to in®nity as the input goes to zero.
We conclude that the existing theory on in®nite dimensional commodity
spaces cannot be used to tackle the existence of general equilibria in a large
class of models with exhaustible resources. In this paper we present an alter-
native approach.
In Section 2 we sketch a prototype neoclassical economy with exhaustible
resources and study the question of the ``appropriate'' commodity space. The
issue we address in Section 3 is existence. The question is whether or not the
existence of a general equilibrium of the in®nite horizon economy can be
ascertained from the existence of equilibria in every truncated economy. The
answer is in the a½rmative if, among other things, the equilibrium prices in
the truncated economies have bounded growth rates, which will be the case in
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a large class of models. In Section 4 we state some conclusions resulting from
our approach.
2 A prototype model
In the economy under consideration there are m V1 stocks of exhaustible
resources. There is one other commodity that will be called the composite
commodity. It serves as a capital stock in production and as a ¯ow of a con-
sumer good. So, a typical commodity bundle consists of m 2 elements. The
®rst element is the stock of the composite commodity. Elements 2 up to m 1
are the stocks of the m exhaustible resources and the ®nal element is a map-
ping from 0;y to the positive reals denoting the ¯ow of the composite
commodity.
There are l V1 consumers or dynasties, in®nitely living. Consumer h
h  1; 2; . . . ; l has initial holding oh : kh; sh1; . . . ; shm; 0  kh; sh; 0,
where kh denotes the initial holding of capital, shj the initial holding of re-
source stock of type j  j  1; 2; . . . ;m and ``0'' says that the ¯ow of the con-
sumer good accruing to the consumer as initial endowment is zero. We assume
that kh > 0 (all h) and shj > 0 for at least one h (all j). The aggregate ini-
tial stocks are denoted by k0 :
P
h
kh and s0 : s01; s02; . . . ; s0m P
h
sh1;
P
h
sh2; . . . ;
P
h
shm

.
Consumer h is entitled to a given constant proportion Qh in the pro®ts of
the ®rm to be described below. The consumption set of consumer h is denoted
by Xh. It consists of the set of tuples of the form 0; 0; c with c : 0;y ! R
a measurable function. Consumers only derive utility from the consumption
of the composite commodity. Preferences of consumer h are represented by a
utility functional of the following type:
Uhxh  Uh0; 0; ch 
y
0
eÿrhsuhchs ds: 2:1
Here rh is a given positive constant denoting the rate of time preference and uh
is the instantaneous utility function. This function satis®es
Assumption 1. uh : R ! R is strictly monotonic and strictly concave. u0h0 
y; u0hy  0. hhc : u00h cc=u0hcU h for all c > 0 and some h < 0.
This assumption is quite common in the literature on resource economics. In
view of the unboundedness of marginal utility, preferences in this economy are
not proper.
There are two types of ®rms. One type is engaged in the exploitation of the
exhaustible resources. These ®rms buy resource stocks and deplete them with
the aid of capital as a factor of production. Each deposit of a resource requires
its own extraction technology: Gjvj of capital is needed to extract the amount
vj from resource j. The material once above the ground is homogeneous. The
second type ®rms convert it, together with capital, into a ¯ow of the compos-
ite commodity according to a production function F .
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About F and Gj  j  1; 2; . . . ;m the following assumptions are made.
Assumption 2. F : R2 ! R is continuous, increasing, and concave on R2
and continuously di¨erentiable on R2.
Assumption 3. Gj : R ! R is increasing, convex and continuously di¨er-
entiable. Moreover Gj0  0.
Since we assume convexity of the individual production sets we can aggregate
over the ®rms and do as if there were only one single ®rm. Without loss of
generality it will be assumed that the ®rm buys all of the initial endowments
k0; s0. If a commodity is not used, its price will be zero and we can do as if it
is bought at a zero price. The economy's aggregate technology Y is now given
by the following
De®nition 2.1. y  ÿk0;ÿs0; z belongs to the aggregate production set Y if
and only if there are absolutely continuous mappings k and s  s1; . . . ; sm
and mappings v  v1; . . . ; vm, belonging to the space of Lebesgue integrable
functions, such that (omitting t when there is no danger of confusion)
_k  F

k ÿ
X
j
Gjvj;
X
j
vj

ÿ mk ÿ z; k0  k0 2:2
_sj  ÿvj; sj0  sj0; sjV 0  j  1; 2; . . . ;m 2:3
vjV 0  j  1; 2; . . . ;m 2:4
k ÿ
X
j
GjvjV 0 2:5
Here m V0 is the rate of decay of capital. Di¨erential equation (2.2) is to be
interpreted as follows. Let the capital stock at some instant of time be k. If the
®rm wants to use an amount Svj of the raw material in the production of the
composite commodity, SGjvj of the capital stock is needed to extract that
amount. Therefore, k ÿ SGjvj is available as capital in the production pro-
cess of the composite commodity. Total net production of this commodity is
then F ÿ mk, which is used for net investments  _k and consumption z.
The spirit of the model stems from the ®eld of resource economics. For the
case of a single consumer, no extraction costs, no depreciation and a CES
speci®cation of F it coincides with the model extensively studied by Dasgupta
and Heal (1974). Stiglitz (1974) uses a Cobb-Douglas F and allows for popu-
lation growth and technological process. Chiarella (1980) deals with two con-
sumers and Cobb-Douglas functional forms for F and the uh's. Elbers and
Withagen (1984) also study the case of two consumers but they do not include
production; on the other hand they introduce extraction costs. Heal (1976)
and Kay and Mirrlees (1975) assume a linear extraction technology. The
model also closely relates to van Geldrop et al. (1991) who employ a discrete
time setting. We should also mention the work of Mitra (1978) and (1980) and
Toman (1986) who study e½ciency in a one consumer world.
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We next address the remarks made in the Introduction. They are illus-
trated by means of a number of examples.
a) The simplest example is the classical cake-eating problem. The production
function F is identically zero. Any feasible allocation pattern in the econ-
omy should satisfy _k  ÿzÿ mk.
If there is no depreciation m  0 then obviously L1 is the appropriate
commodity space. If depreciation is positive, theny
0
emtzt dt <y
so that any feasible consumption pattern lies in L1. However, not all ele-
ments of L1 can be consumed, even with an arbitrarily large initial capital
stock. Since marginal utility is unbounded at zero consumption, con-
sumption wil be positive at all instants of time. It is then easily seen that
equilibrium prices will not lie in L1. As expected the equilibrium price will
grow at the rate m. If preferences would display properness then zero con-
sumption would be possible in equilibrium and prices would lie in the dual
of L1. Zame (o.c.) shows this in a discrete-time setting, where l1 is the
commodity space. Note that in the Hotelling problem equilibrium prices
are in Ly in spite of the violation of the properness assumption.
b) The second example includes production. There are no extraction costs, so
that there is essentially a single exhaustible resource, and no depreciation.
F satis®es: there exists c such that Fk; vUcv for all k; vV 0. Then, for
any given k0; s0 any feasible consumption trajectory z is integrable sincet
0
zt dtU
t
0
cvt dt k0Ucs0  k0
Moreover, also the converse is true. Any consumption pattern in L1 can be
produced by a proper choice of k0.
c) The next example shows that the limited availability of the exhaustible re-
sources does not preclude positive maintained consumption. Suppose that
there is only one exhaustible resource which can costlessly be extracted
(m  1;G11 0). There is no depreciation m  0. The consumers have
identical isoelastic utility functions hhc  h < 0 all h and rh  r (all h).
Suppose, ®nally, that F is CES with elasticity of substitution larger than
unity. In that case there exists a constant c such that Fx; 1=x ! c as
x !y meaning that the average product of capital is bounded away from
zero. Dasgupta and Heal (1974) show that if c > r > c1 h, there exists
an equilibrium with an asymptotic growth rate of consumption equal to
rÿ c=h, which is positive. Therefore, equilibrium consumption pro®les
are not in L1, nor in Ly.
d) We maintain the assumptions of the previous example except that depre-
ciation is positive and F is CES with elasticity of substitution smaller than
unity. We de®ne j : max F 1; x, the maximum product per unit of
capital. Take m > j, and a  mÿ j=2. Then it follows from (2.2) with
zt  eÿat inserted, that _kU jÿ mk ÿ eÿat. So, k becomes negative
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within ®nite time. Hence the consumption pro®le eÿat, although in L1,
cannot be produced. Obviously, with extraction costs included this con-
clusion holds a fortiori.
In the CES-cases discussed above unbounded marginal e½ciency in produc-
tion gives rise to a commodity space with empy interior and bounded mar-
ginal e½ciency gives rise to a commodity space with non-empty interior. This
is not what one would like to have if the aim is to apply the standard general
equilibrium theory.
e) A ®nal example shows that with decreasing returns to scale aggregate net
production over time might be unbounded even with a positive rate of de-
preciation and convex extraction costs. Suppose F is Cobb-Douglas and
Gjvj  avj for all j with a constant (so, virtually there is only one ex-
haustible resource). Then net production over a period of time of length T
is given by
T
0
k ÿ avavb ÿ mk dt
where a and b are positive constants with a b < 1. Choose for t A 0;T 
vt : s0=T
kt : a
m
 1=1ÿa
vtb=1ÿa  avt :
Then the value of the integral given above is
1ÿ a a
m
 a=1ÿa
s
b=1ÿa
0 T
1ÿaÿb=1ÿa ÿ ams0:
and this expression goes to in®nity as T goes to in®nity. So, there exists
a feasible consumption pattern that is not in L1. With strictly convex ex-
traction costs the same result can be obtained, as long as G 00 is bounded
from above.
We shall now make some additional assumptions on F and Gj that will enable
us to establish the existence of an equilibrium.
Assumption 4. F 0; y  Fx; 0 for all x; y A R2. F is linearly homogeneous.
For all x > 0, F2x; y !y as y! 0.
Gj is strictly convex (all j), G
0
j 0V a for some a > 0 (all j).
m > 0.
So, we assume that both inputs are necessary, that F displays constant returns
to scale and that the resource is ``essential'' (see Dasgupta and Heal, 1974).
The extraction functions are strictly convex and marginal extraction costs are
bounded away from zero. The rate of depreciation is positive.
Under this additional assumption we can show boundedness of total pro-
duction over time.
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Theorem 2.1. There exists a scalar g > 0 such that
(i)
y
0 F k ÿ SGjvj;Svj ÿ mk dtU gSs0j
(ii) kt   t0 zt dtU k0  gSs0j
for any k; s; v; z with k and s absolutely continuous and v Lebesgue integra-
ble such that (2.2)±(2.5) are satis®ed.
Proof. Consider g : R ! R de®ned by gk  Fk; 1 ÿ mk. Clearly g0  0.
In view of the linear homogeneity of F , we have gk  kF1; 1=k ÿ m for
all k > 0. So, since m > 0 and F 0; y  0 for all yV 0 if follows that gkU 0
for k su½ciently large. Hence Fk; 1 ÿ mkU g for some g > 0 and all kV 0.
Take some v with Svj > 0. Then
1
Svj
Fk ÿ SGjvj;Svj ÿ mkU Svj
Svj
F
k
Svj
; 1
 
ÿ m k
Svj
 
U g
Hence _k  z  Fk ÿ SGjvj;Svj ÿ mkU gSvj. Since
y
0 Svj dtUSs0j, this
proves part i) of the theorem. Part ii) of the theorem follows from integration.
r
Clearly, homogeneity is not su½cient to be able to produce any consump-
tion pattern in L1, by a proper choice of the (initial) inputs. For that we need
that the technology is productive enough. A set of su½cient conditions would
be the following. There is j (say j  1) and a > 0 such that G1v  av for all
vV 0 and there exist l > 0 and j > 0 such that F 1ÿ al; l ÿ m  j. To
prove the claim, take some c A L1 and construct k and v (omitting the index 1)
as follows.
kt  ejt
y
t
eÿjtct dt; tV 0
vt  lkt
Then _k  Fk ÿ Gv; v ÿ mk ÿ c. Choose s0 as follows.
s0  l
ja
y
0
1ÿ eÿjtct dt
Then (2.3) is satis®ed sincey
0
ks ds 
y
0
dt
t
0
ejtÿscs ds  1
j
y
0
ct1ÿ eÿjt dt
3 Existence of a general equilibrium
We introduce the following notation. xTh is a consumption bundle of consumer
h in the economy with horizon T A N. xTh will always mean 0; 0; cTh , where
cTh t  0 for t > T . The initial endowment vector of consumer h is just oh.
A production vector is denoted by yT and we say that yT  ÿk0;ÿs0; zT 
belongs to the production set YT if yT A Y (see de®nition 2.1) and zT t  0 for
all t > T . A price vector is denoted by pT  1; qT ; pT   1; qT1 ; . . . ; qTm; pT.
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The price of the stock of capital is set equal to unity. The value of a bundle,
say z, at prices pT is denoted by pT  z.
The assumptions on preferences and technology guarantee the existence of
an equilibrium in the ®nite horizon economies [as was shown by Van Geldrop
and Withagen (1994) using a Negishi approach]. We state this without proof
in
Proposition 3.1. For all T > 0 there are xTh A X
T
h (all h), y
T A YT and pT 
1; qT ; pT where pT : 0;y ! R is a continuous mapping with pT0  1
and pT t  0 for tVT , so that the following holds:X
h
xTh U y
T 
X
h
oh
pT  yTV pT  z for all z A YT
pT  xTh U pT  oh all h
pT  zU pT  xTh and z A XTh implies UhxTh VUhz all h r
We ®rst derive some properties of the ®nite horizon equilibria.
For a ®xed T <y the problem of consumer h can be formulated as:
max
ch
T
0
eÿrhtuhcht dt
subject to
T
0
pT tcht dtU pT  oh
It is straightforward to see from the application of Pontryagin's maximum
principle that the following holds:
Lemma 3.1. There exists bT : bT1 ; bT2 ; . . . ; bTl  A Rl, such that, for all tUT ,
eÿrhtu0hcTh t  bTh pTt (all h). r
Subject to (2.2)±(2.5) the producer chooses z to maximize
T
0
pTtzt dtÿ k0 ÿ qT  s0
According to Pontryagin's maximum principle there exist absolutely continu-
ous lT : 0;T  ! R, kT : 0;T  ! R and piece-wise continuous vT : 0;T  !
Rm such that for all tUT
pT t  lTt 3:1
F1kTt ÿ SGjvTj t;SvTj t ÿ m  ÿ _lTt=lTt 3:2
and such that
lTtFkT t ÿ SGjvj;Svj ÿ SqTj vj 3:3
is maximized with respect to v subject to (2.4)±(2.5).
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We can now prove that the growth rate of equilibrium prices is uniformly
bounded.
Lemma 3.2. There exists b > 0 such that mÿ bU _pTt=pTtU m for all T
and all t < T .
Proof. Since F1V 0 along an equilibrium, it is clear from (3.1) and (3.2) that
_pTt=pTtU m.
Consider, for xV 0; hx : Fx; 1=a x, where a is de®ned in As-
sumption 4. For all xV 0 we have hxV 0. Also h0  0 since F0; 1  0
and hx ! 0 as x !y because 1
x
Fx; 1  F1; 1=x ! 0 as x !y. Hence
h reaches a maximum for x  x >0, de®ned by Fx; 1ÿaxF1x; 10.
De®ne b : F1x; 1 and suppose that _pT t=pT t < mÿ b for some T and
some t < T . It follows from (3.1) and (3.2) that (omitting T and t)
F1k ÿ SGjvj;Svj > b and x : k ÿ SGjvj=Svj < x, in view of the con-
cavity of F .
We must have vj > 0 for at least one j. Then (3.3), together with the linear
homogeneity of F , implies for this j:
qj  lF2k ÿ SGjvj;Svj ÿ G 0j vjF1k ÿ SGjvj;Svj
 lFx; 1 ÿ G 0j vj  xF1x; 1U lFx; 1 ÿ a xF1x; 1
< l
a x
a x F x; 1 ÿ a xF1x; 1
 
 0
But this contradicts that qjV 0. r
It is shown next that the equilibrium stocks of capital and net investments
are uniformly bounded.
Lemma 3.3. There exist T , g > 0 and d > 0 such that for all T > T and all
t < T
i) 0U kT tU g
ii) ÿdU _kTtU d
Proof.
ad i) Obviously kTtV 0. The uniform boundedness from above follows
from theorem 2.1 part ii).
ad ii) _kTt is bounded from above due to the facts that zTt is positive, kTt
is bounded and SGjvTj tU kT t. _kTt can be made arbitrarily small
only if zTt is arbitrarily large. Take some ®xed h. It follows from
lemma 3.1 that ÿrh  hhcTh t _cTh t=cTh t  _pTt=pTt
Hence (omitting the index h)
_cT=cT  ÿrÿ _p
T=pT
ÿhcT 
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It follows from Lemma 3.2 that r _pT=pT is bounded. Moreover, hc is
bounded away from zero. Hence, there are g > 0 and T > 0 such that
j _cTt=cTtjU g for all T > T and all tUT . Hence egtcT t is increasing and
eÿgtcTt is decreasing. Take arbitrary T and t0 A 0;T . Omitting T as an
index we have ctV egtÿt0ct0 for 0U tU t0 and ctV egt0ÿtct0 for
t0U tUT
Hence, T
0
ct dtV ct0
t0
0
egtÿt0 dt ct0
T
t0
egt0ÿt dt
 ct0
t0
0
eÿgs ds
Tÿt0
0
eÿgs ds
 
: ct0jt0:
Clearly j00 > 0, j0T < 0 and j00t0 < 0. Hence
jt0V j0  jT 
T
0
eÿgs dsV
1
0
eÿgs ds for TV 1:
It follows from Theorem 2.1 part ii that ct0UM for some M > 0. r
We now proceed to the existence of a general equilibrium in the in®nite
horizon economy by means of a sequence of lemmata. Formally, the state-
ments made in these lemmata apply to subsequences but in order to avoid
abundance of notation, we will denote them by T . Moreover, the symbol! is
always used for point-wise convergence.
Lemma 3.4. There exists b A Rl such that bT ! b as T !y
Proof. Fix some arbitrary h A f1; 2; . . . ; lg. It will be shown that bTh is uni-
formly bounded from above and from below (away from zero).
Since uh is concave there exist constants A and B such that uhcUA Bc
for all cV 0. From the boundedness of cTh established in the previous lemma,
there is M > 0 and T > 0 such that for all T > T
MV
T
0
eÿrhsA BcTh s dsV
T
0
eÿrhsu0hcTh scTh s ds

T
0
bTh p
TscTh s ds  bTh pT  ohV bTh kh 
Since kh > 0, b
T
h is uniformly bounded from above. Since u
0cTh 0 
bTh p
T0  bTh and cTh 0U c for some c we have that bTh is bounded away
from zero. r
Lemma 3.5. There exists p  1; q; p with p0  1 and p absolutely contin-
uous on 0;y such that
i) qT ! q as T !y
ii) pT ! p as T !y
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Proof.
ad i) Summation of the inequalities of the previous lemma over h yields
lMV
X
h
bTh p
T  oh
Recall that pT  1; qT1 ; qT2 ; . . . ; qTm; pT . Since bTh is bounded away from
zero and s0j > 0 (all j), q
T
j is uniformly bounded from above. Of course
qTj V 0 for all j so that the sequence q
T has a convergent subsequence.
ad ii) De®ne p^T t : eÿmtpTt. In view of lemma 3.2 the functions p^T and
_^pT can on 0;y be considered as uniformly bounded Ly functions. By
Alaoglu's theorem (see e.g. Luenberger, 1969) there exists f A Ly and a
subsequence (again denoted by T) such that _^pT converges to f ``weak
star''. Choose t0 A 0;y. Then, for T > t0, we have
p^T t0  1
t0
0
_^pTs ds
from which it follows that
p^t0 : lim p^T t0  1
t0
0
f s ds
Hence p^T ! p^ and
p^t  1
t0
0
f s ds
so that p^0  1, _^p  f (a.e.) and p^ and hence p is absolutely
continuous. r
Lemma 3.6. There exist ch A Ly (all h) and z A Ly such that
i) cTh ! ch as T !y (all h)
ii) zT ! z as T !y
Proof. This is clear from lemma 3.1, the convergence of bTh and p
Tt, and
from the fact that zT  ScTh . r
It remains to be shown that fxhgh; y; p, with y : ÿk0;ÿs0; z, constitutes a
general equilibrium for the in®nite horizon economy.
Clearly chtV 0 for all h and all t; therefore xh  0; 0; ch A Xh. The
question whether y A Y or not is more di½cult to handle. In the literature on
in®nite dimensional commodity spaces it is generally assumed that the pro-
duction sets are closed in the topology of the commodity space, but this need
not be the topology of point-wise convergence. So, it might be expected that
there arises a problem here. In the case at hand it can be dealt with by means
of the maximum theorem.
Lemma 3.7.
i) xh A Xh (all h)
ii) y A Y
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Proof.
ad ii) Fix T > 0 and t < T . Let kT t>0, lTt and qT be given. Consider
the problem of maximizing (3.3) subject to (2.4) and (2.5). The con-
straint set, given by (2.4) and (2.5) is non-empty, compact valued (be-
cause kTt is bounded) and continuous. The maximand is continuous
and has a compact range, the latter because lT t and kTt are
bounded. Since Gj is strictly convex for all j, the solution v
Tt of the
problem is unique. It follows from the maximum theorem (see e.g.
Berge, 1963) that vTt is a continuous function of the parameters
kTt; lTt; qT . It follows from the previous lemmata that kT ; lT ; qT 
converges point-wise to k; l; q, and hence vT converges point-wise to
some v, by the maximum theorem. Also zT converges point-wise. Since
F is continuous, this proves that ÿk0;ÿs0; z A Y . r
Lemma 3.8.
0  p  yV p  y for all y A Y :
Proof. Suppose y : ÿk0;ÿs0; z A Y and p  y > 0. Hence
y
0
ptzt dt > k0  q  s0
Then there exists T > 0 such that
lim
T!y
T
0
pT tzt dt 
T
0
ptzt dt > lim
T!y
k0  qT  s0
For T large enough and T > T we have
T
0
pTtzt dt > k0  qT  s0
and hence
T
0
pTtzt dt > k0  qT  s0
contradicting the zero pro®t condition in the ®nite horizon economy. The
proof of p  y  0 is straightforward and is omitted here. r
Lemma 3.9.
i) p  xh  p  oh all h
ii) p  xU p  oh with z A Xh ) UhxVUhz all h
Proof. Take some ®xed tV 0 and h. Then pTtcTh t ÿ ptcht  pTt 
cTh t ÿ cht  pTt ÿ ptcht ! 0 as T !y in view of point-wise
convergence. Furthermore pTtcTh t is bounded from above, uniformly with
respect to t and T , because pT  oh is uniformly bounded. By Lebesgue's
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dominated convergence theorem we have pT  oh  pT  xTh ! p  xh. Now
take x A Xh such that p  xV p  x. In view of the concavity of uh we have
Uhxh ÿUhxV
y
0
bhptcht ÿ ct dtV 0 r
In view of the previous lemmata we can state.
Theorem 3.1. x1; x2; . . . xl ; y; p constitutes a general competitive equilibrium
in the in®nite horizon economy.
4 Conclusions
In the ®eld of environmental and resource economics there is growing interest
in economies which have the capacity to produce a limited amount of goods
only. The question arises whether or not in such economies there are general
competitive equilibria. It has been shown here that for a prototype model the
answer is in the a½rmative under a set of rather weak assumptions. The
method employed, deriving the in®nite horizon equilibrium from the sequence
of ®nite horizon equilibria, may prove helpful in other existence problems as
well.
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